WEB DESIGNER part-time (m/f)

Internal Reference: WEB_DESIGNER /ERACHAIR/IBMC/2804/2023

IBMC/i3S invites applications for 1 (one) position of Web designer, for a non-fixed term work contract under the Portuguese Labor Law, in the scope of the Erachair Projects NCBio (951923) and ImmunoHUB (951921) at IBMC, both funded by the European Commission under the topic WIDESPREAD-06-2020 - ERA Chairs.

Plan of work: The successful candidate will perform tasks for the support in tasks relating to project communication and dissemination the framework of the NCBio and ImmunoHUB projects, to support the conception and implementation of communication tools, under supervision of Julio Borlido Santos and co-supervision of Anabela Nunes.

Admission requirements: MSc in the areas of Multimedia Communication/ Communication Design

Desirable factors:
   i) Professional experience in the area multimedia communication / communication design;
   ii) Knowledge/experience on web design / website management;
   iii) Experience in graphic design;
   iv) Proficiency in English, written and spoken;

Jury: Júlio Borlido Santos, Anabela Nunes, Mónica Sousa, Pedro Moura Alves

Contract: Work contract with non-fixed term, Part-time (40%). The contract is expected to start on 1st June 2023. The contract will be regulated by the Portuguese Labor Law. The selected candidate will benefit from an excellent research environment.

Applications are open from the 1st to 15th of May 2023.
To apply for the Contract position candidates must submit online the following documents a) Complete CV; b) Letter of Motivation; c) Copy of MSc degree certificate and d) Contact of two references, at:

https://DOZER.i3s.up.pt/applicationmanagement/#/addapplications/WEB_DESIGNERERACHAIRIBMC28042023

The ranking list of candidates will be published at the IBMC website, and the selected candidate will be notified by email.